
A different kind of 
environmental organization



Everyone wants to live in a world where the air and water are 

clean, fish and wildlife are plentiful and communities are healthy. 

The question is how to make that world a reality. For 45 years, 

Environmental Defense Fund has been thinking differently about 

reaching the environmental goals we all share. Listen to a few of 

our partners—farmer, fisherman, rancher, college chancellor—

describe our collaborative approach.



> A DiFFErEnT kinD oF EnvironmEnTAL orgAnizATion

“ EDF realizes that we too are 
environmentalists. And they  
have helped us become better 
managers.”

Denny Friest
Farmer, radcliffe, iowa

showed him ways to conserve. In New York City, 

EDF and Mayor Michael Bloomberg created a 

Clean Heat partnership that helped secure 

$100 million in mostly private financing to 

convert buildings from dirty heating fuel. 

And in Wuhan, China, an environmental 

enforcement officer, frustrated that he couldn’t 

stop illegal pollution from a factory, turned to us 

for help. We showed him how to enlist the buyer 

of the factory’s products—and the buyer soon 

demanded that the factory clean up its act.  

“By finding those leverage points, we can  

scale change rapidly,” says EDF vice president  

Dr. Daniel Dudek, who runs our China program. 

SCiEnCE SETS THE AgEnDA  
Founded by scientists in 1967, EDF grounds  

its advocacy in strong science and unlikely  

partner ships that create lasting change. During 

the 1970s we became the first environ mental 

group to hire economists to work alongside our 

In Iowa, a farmer boosts his corn and soybean 

yield while using one-third less fertilizer—

saving money and cutting pollution at the 

same time. In Colorado, a rancher improves 

wildlife habitat on his land, earning from that 

investment. And in California, a commercial 

fisherman opposes a new way of managing 

the fishery, then realizes the new approach—

championed by EDF—has revived his business, 

because a healthy fishery means there are more 

fish to catch. “I’m man enough to admit I was 

wrong,” says Geoff Bettencourt, the fisherman. 

“EDF put the positives back into fishing. They 

understand that sustainability is not just about 

conserving fish, it’s also about families who have 

been fishing for generations.”

These stories share a common thread, of 

EDF and our partners developing powerful 

new ideas, economic levers that let people profit 

from protecting the environment, not exploiting 

it. “Rather than telling us what to do, EDF helped 

us become better managers and better stewards 

of the soil,” says Denny Friest, the Iowa farmer. 

People who work close to the land aren’t 

the only beneficiaries of our approach. At a 

historically black college in North Carolina, the 

chancellor had no incentive to conserve energy 

because the law didn’t let his school keep the 

savings—until EDF got the law changed and 
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MILestoNes
1972  EDF’s testimony helps win the 
nationwide ban on DDT, which leads to 
dramatic recoveries of the bald eagle, 
peregrine falcon and other wildlife. 

1985  EDF scientists help convince 
regulators to remove lead from gasoline, 
leading to a dramatic drop in childhood 
lead poisoning.

1990  our market-based plan to reduce 
acid rain cuts sulfur dioxide pollution 
from U.S. power plants in half.

1995  EDF launches a new approach  
to protect wildlife, giving landowners 
incentives to create habitat on their land. 
Four million acres have been preserved.

2004  our alliance with FedEx produces 
the first commercially available hybrid 
midsize truck. Today there are 35 models 
on the market and 100 fleets use them.

2012  our staff works with both 
republicans and Democrats to pass 
landmark legislation to restore the  
gulf Coast after the BP oil disaster.

scientists, lawyers and policy experts. We 

discovered that if you make environmental 

protection pay, people will invent all kinds of 

ways to make it happen. 

We’re optimists, because we have seen our 

ideas make a huge difference: cutting acid rain 

pollution in half, for example—ahead of schedule 

and below estimated cost. Nonpartisan and 

pragmatic, we understand that every landmark 

environmental law in U.S. history has been passed 

by a bipartisan majority, and we’re making that 

happen today. This year, EDF’s sister organization, 

Environmental Defense Action Fund, helped 

rally the support of 74 senators and 373 repre-

sentatives for the RESTORE Act, which earmarks 

80% of fines from the BP oil disaster for Gulf 

Coast restoration.

We believe that to succeed over the long 

term, environmental sustainability must be 

economically sustainable as well. Through 

our Corporate Partnership Program, EDF works 

with companies to drive change through entire 

industries, but we accept no funding from our 

corporate partners because our voice must be 

strong and independent.

morE ProTECTion PEr DoLLAr
When tough rules are required, we fight for 

them and defend them in court. And we 

know that the best regulations don’t hurt 

the economy—they drive innovation by 

setting strong standards for environmental 

performance and giving people the flexibility 

to meet them at lowest cost. It’s a clear-eyed, 

hard-headed environmentalism that delivers 

the most bang for the buck, and we’re proud of it.

On the following pages, you’ll learn more 

about the EDF playbook, beginning with 

a partnership to measure global warming 

pollution in natural gas fields. It is remarkable 

work like this that makes us a different kind of 

environmental group. 
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